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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Engaging in teamwork requires a clear understanding of positive and negative behaviours that act as facilitators and barriers to collegial workplace relationships. Identifying and correcting underlying barriers, while promoting facilitators, is fundamental to improving care delivery and, ultimately, clinical outcomes. Despite a considerable amount of literature in this area, there is a lack of clarity of the different behaviours as several parallel literatures address similar questions about antecedents, processes and outcomes. The purpose of this study is to synthesise the current state of literature reporting on behaviours in workplace relationships. Using a scoping review methodology, the following research question will be addressed: “What is known about positive and negative behaviours in workplace relationships?”

Methods and analysis: We will employ the methodological frameworks used by Arksey and O’Malley and Levac et al. The search strategy will include numerous electronic databases, grey literature sources and hand-searching of reference lists from 1990 to present with a limit to English language. Search strategies will be developed using controlled vocabulary and keyword terms related to various components of workplace relationships. Two reviewers will independently screen titles and abstracts for inclusion, followed by screening of the full text of potential articles to determine final inclusion. A descriptive numerical analysis will describe characteristics of included studies. A thematic analysis will provide an overview of the literature, including definitions, conceptual frameworks, antecedents, outcomes and interventions.

Dissemination: In reviewing a wide range of positive and negative behaviours, then integrating into a manageable, meaningful whole, this study is a critical step in helping policymakers, leaders and healthcare professionals effectively use what is known thus far. Knowledge translation activities will occur throughout the study with dissemination of findings to local, national, and international stakeholders, including a wide range of clinicians, leaders and administrators in all sectors.

INTRODUCTION

Quality patient-centred care requires collegial workplace partnerships among healthcare team members. A prerequisite for such partnerships includes respectful, collaborative working relationships. Collaborative workplace relationships are consistently linked to positive outcomes and often compensate for other difficulties that may arise in the workplace.1–3 Effective teamwork and communication have been cited as reducing stress and burnout,4,5 increasing job satisfaction, recruitment and retention, improving patient satisfaction and reducing patient mortality.1,2 Conversely, ineffective workplace relationships result in impaired teamwork, communication and decision-making and are associated with poorer work performance, greater absenteeism, professional disengagement and more rapid job turnover.6–9 Within healthcare, it is well known that communication failures and ineffective teamwork can lead to patient safety incidents and patient harm.10–14

Although the value of teamwork is well recognised in healthcare, the dynamics of workplace relationships creates a myriad of challenges for healthcare teams. In today’s increasingly complex and stress-laden healthcare environments, relationships can be threatened by negative behaviours such as conflict, emotional abuse, bullying and incivility. Negative behaviour is a problem within and
across all healthcare professional groups, however, the international literature suggests that negative behaviour, such as conflict, bullying, harassment and horizontal violence, is the greatest problem intraprofessionally within nursing, in its prevalence and level of distress it causes. Interpersonal workplace relationships are an important component of working life and poor relations with colleagues strikes at the heart of why so many front-line nurses are stressed, disheartened and on the verge of burning out. A wealth of research demonstrates that the quality of work environments, including positive interpersonal relationships, impacts not only organisational measures, but also patient outcomes. Knowledge gaps related to optimising teamwork within healthcare hinders the development of targeted, effective, quality enhancement and patient safety initiatives. Therefore, engaging in teamwork requires a clear understanding and articulation of the positive and negative behaviours that act as facilitators and barriers to effective collegial workplace relationships. Identifying and correcting these underlying barriers, while promoting facilitators, is fundamental to a sound strategy to improve care delivery and, ultimately, clinical outcomes.

International scholars and practitioners from many disciplines have shown great interest in understanding the various behaviours of workplace relationships. The literature identifies a wide range of positive and negative behaviours. Collegiality, respect, cooperation, teamwork, social support, mentorship and collaboration are the terms often used to describe positive relationships among colleagues. Negative relationships have included terms such as horizontal violence, aggression, bullying, verbal abuse, incivility, lateral violence, ostracism, interpersonal conflict, negative acts and disruptive behaviour. Overarching constructs such as workplace aggression, psychological aggression, negative behaviour, and negative relationships encompass physical violence, harassment, bullying, emotional abuse, abusive supervision and workplace incivility. Theoretical reviews have focused mostly on the negative behaviours of workplace relationships with attempts to integrate and summarise the diverse literatures. However, most of this work has taken place in non-healthcare settings and have not included an integration of the positive behaviours.

Despite the considerable amount of literature in this area, there continues to be a lack of standardised definitions and conceptual clarity of the different behaviours. This lack of agreement on concepts and definitions has impeded the building of a relevant literature base and conceptual framework on collegial workplace relationships. We will build on the previous reviews to determine the applicability of the findings to healthcare settings and include an integration of positive behaviours in addition to the negative behaviours. The strength of this review is the breadth of analysis that will be enabled by tapping into international literature from across disciplines and sectors. In reviewing a wide range of different construct labels, measures and findings, then seeking to integrate and summarise the constructs into a manageable, meaningful whole we hope to identify the primary causal antecedents and interventions known to reduce negative workplace behaviours and increase positive behaviours. This integration and simplification is a critically necessary task if we hope for policymakers, healthcare leaders and healthcare professionals to effectively use what we know thus far, enabling them to more effectively manage and reduce corrosive behaviour and increase collaborative behaviour in healthcare settings.

In this scoping review, we propose to review and clarify the ‘state of knowledge’ from the literature reporting on behaviours of workplace relationships. We will address this with the engagement of knowledge users in leadership, policy and practice to design, analyse and disseminate evidence to address the following objectives: (1) synthesise existing evidence through a comprehensive review of published and grey literature on the key concepts related to workplace relationships; (2) identify and summarise the types of positive and negative behaviours of workplace relationships being conceptualised; (3) create a conceptual framework of positive and negative behaviours, which includes antecedents, outcomes, definitions, characteristics and supporting underlying theories; (4) generate a list of instruments used to measure concepts identified in conceptual framework; and, (5) generate a preliminary list of interventions shown to promote collegial workplace relationships with recommendations for future research priorities based on knowledge gaps for interventional research.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

Scoping reviews are exploratory studies that systematically map the literature on a selected topic. The four major functions include mapping the current state of literature, determining feasibility of conducting a systematic review, summarising and disseminating research findings to knowledge users, and identifying gaps where further research is required. Scoping reviews share several characteristics of the systematic review including being systematic, transparent and replicable. Utilising an integrated-knowledge translation approach, Arksey and O’Malley, and Levac et al developed a six-stage methodological framework: (1) identification of the research question(s) to be addressed; (2) identification of studies relevant to research question(s); (3) selection of studies to include in the review; (4) charting of information and data within the included studies; (5) collating, summarising and reporting results of the review; and (6) consultation with stakeholders to ensure comprehensive inclusion of all relevant material. This approach will guide this synthesis.

**Stage 1: Identification of research question to be addressed**

In scoping reviews, research questions should be broad as the focus is on summarising the breadth of evidence. Linking a clear purpose to a well-defined
research question at the first stage provides a strong rationale for completing the study and facilitates decision-making about study selection and data extraction later in the process. An overall research question with three subcomponents will guide the selection of relevant sources: What is known about the positive and negative behaviours in workplace relationships?
1. What are the antecedents, outcomes, definitions, characteristics and conceptual frameworks of the behaviours?
2. What instruments are used to measure each of the behaviours?
3. What interventions have been effective in improving workplace relationships?

The national collaboration with knowledge-users will be twofold: to provide the essential point-of-care, educational, and policy perspectives, and, to develop the additional knowledge translation tools that will be required to assist practitioners in the uptake of the synthesis results. The focus area and research questions for this study were developed together by the knowledge users and researchers early in the development of this protocol. The knowledge users stressed the importance of extrapolating promising tools and interventions as practical outputs. In order to ensure the rigour, comprehensiveness, and relevance of this review, an expert panel of 10–15 individuals from across Canada will be assembled including content experts, policymakers, and professional groups. In the first of two interactive meetings, the expert panel will be asked to participate with the research team in a web conference to refine the purpose and context of this review. This early involvement will engage the healthcare community in the development of the study outcomes, create awareness of the study and provide opportunities for knowledge exchange.

Stage 2: Identification of studies relevant to the research question
This stage involves identifying relevant studies and developing a search strategy, terms to use, sources to be searched, time span and language. The search strategy will involve a range of approaches and will be developed further with the library scientist on the research team to locate published and unpublished literature. To obtain a breadth of conceptual understanding and to support the exploratory nature of the review, the search strategy will not be limited to nursing or healthcare settings. The review will include: (1) published or unpublished primary studies, theses/dissertations, theoretical discussions and grey literature; (2) all levels of analyses (unit, group, organisation); and, (3) all levels of employees. All literature database searches will be searched from 1950 to present and limited to the English language. Given our knowledge of the literature, this time period was chosen to capture many key articles published in the 1990s. The research team will meet to discuss decisions surrounding study inclusion and exclusion at the beginning of the process. With increasing familiarity of the literature, the research team will refine criteria to determine the relevance of the citations.

To be comprehensive, multiple literature sources will be used, including electronic databases and reference lists of relevant literature. Electronic searching will result in lists of articles with details of title, author/s, source and possibly abstracts. We will search the following electronic databases: Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL; 1982 to present); MEDLINE (1950 to present); EMBASE (1947 to present); Web of Science (including Science Citation Index (1945 to present) and Social Sciences Citation Index (1956 to present) and Arts and Humanities Citation index (1975 to present); PsycINFO (1967 to present); Sociological Abstracts; ISI Proceedings (including Conference Proceedings Citation Index—Science (1990 to present), Conference Proceedings Citation Index—Social Science and Humanities (1990 to present), Cochrane Effective Practice and Organisation of Care Group’s Trials Register (2012); Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials; Current Contents (1994 to present), Joanna Briggs and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses.

Search terms will include controlled vocabulary and keyword terms related to (1) the various components of workplace relationships AND (2) terms for workplace. The search terms will be applied according to the nuances of each database. Keywords will include, but not be limited to (1) conflict (intragroup or interpersonal), bullying, incivility, violence, aggression, harassment, dysfunctional, negative relationships, negative acts, negative behaviour, abuse, horizontal violence, lateral violence, ostracism, social undermining, respect, collegiality, collaboration, communication, civility, cooperation, collaborative, teamwork, partnership, mentorship, and (2) work environments, work relationships, interpersonal, workplace relations, workplace, intragroup. A preliminary search was conducted by the library scientist using the following PICO question: What is known about the positive and negative components of workplace relationships. Two databases were searched: CINAHL and PsycINFO. The CINAHL search strategy produced 2980 while the PsycINFO search produced 3087 results.

Once relevant material is selected from the electronic databases, reference lists of all studies will be reviewed to ensure all relevant material is captured. Several websites will also be targeted for unpublished literature such as the Agency for Healthcare Quality and Research (http://www.ahrq.gov/), American Nurses Association (http://www.nursingworld.org/), Academy of Management (http://www.aomonline.org/) and other sites identified by the research team and expert panel.

Stage 3: Selection of studies to include in the review
Refining the search strategy based on abstracts retrieved from the search and reviewing full articles for study inclusion is a critical step. Owing to the large number of anticipated abstracts, two graduate students will...
independently screen the titles and abstracts yielded from the search strategy for study selection. This will help to ensure that the abstracts selected are relevant for full article review. When in doubt about the relevance of a publication, the full text will be retrieved to determine its relevance. To ensure the selection process is non-biased, two team members will be asked to review 50 abstracts independently and their results will be compared with papers selected by the initial panel. At this stage, the research question may require refinement to ensure the review is feasible, without compromising the comprehensiveness of the search. Next, the graduate students will independently review the full articles for inclusion. Disagreements will be resolved through consensus and if consensus cannot be reached, the research team leads will be consulted to determine final decision. A screening tool will be developed by the research team and expert panel to determine relevance of papers to workplace relationships and healthcare settings and code the type of data provided (eg, empirical data, reviews and theoretical discussions). All graduate students will have received training from the Queen’s Joanna Briggs Collaboration. The research team will meet on a monthly basis during this stage to discuss challenges and uncertainties related to study selection.

Search strategies and/or inclusion criteria will be further refined if needed. A unique identifier will be assigned to every publication retrieved in the search process. This will enable tracking of articles throughout the review process. RefWorks will be used to manage the results of all searches and to facilitate the screening process with each reviewer documenting the inclusion/exclusion status and rationale for each study.

Stage 4: Charting of information and data within the included studies

A ‘descriptive analytical’ method will be used to extract contextual or process oriented information from each study.34 This technique includes synthesising and interpreting data by sifting, charting and sorting material according to key issues and themes. The study team will collectively develop a data-charting form to determine which variables to extract that will help to answer the research questions. This charting is considered an iterative process in which the form will be continually updated.35 The research team leads and graduate students will independently extract data from the first 5–10 studies using a data-charting form and meet to determine whether their approach to data extraction is consistent with the research questions and purpose. Following this, the graduate students will independently extract data from each included publication. The research team leads will double check the extracted data for accuracy and completeness. Studies will be categorised by the different components, such as conflict, bullying, incivility, collaboration, and so forth, as well as by type of study design (quantitative, qualitative, discussion papers), and healthcare settings versus non-healthcare settings. Extracted data will include: year, authors, publication title, research question or study purpose, study design, context, participants, sample size, theoretical/conceptual framework, intervention (type, elements), definitions of concepts, data collection methods, instrumentation and relevant results.

Stage 5: Collating, summarising and reporting results of the review synthesis

The stages of a scoping review are similar to those of a systematic review, however, due to the vast and diverse literature, scoping reviews do not include a detailed appraisal of identified evidence sources. Instead scoping reviews collate the evidence using a descriptive numerical summary and a thematic analysis.34 The descriptive numerical analysis will be done by two graduate students to describe the characteristics of included studies, such as the overall number of studies, types of study design, years of publication, types of interventions, characteristics of the study populations and countries where studies were conducted. The second summary will be a thematic analysis to provide an overview of the breadth of the literature.34 Potential themes that emerge from the review will be compiled into a topic matrix to allow easy comparison by topic. For each of the concepts, we will produce tables and charts mapping: (1) the antecedents, outcomes, definitions, characteristics and supporting underlying theories; (2) the instruments used to measure each of the concepts, including psychometric properties; and (3) the effectiveness of interventions that were found in the review. The key concepts of positive and negative behaviours will be the primary unit of analysis unless it is determined that certain concepts can be combined. By applying a consistent approach to reporting the findings we will be able to make comparisons across concepts; identify similarities and differences, develop a conceptual framework, and identify gaps. The initial thematic analysis will be completed by the research team leads and two graduate students. The analysis will then be shared with the research team and reviewed in a face-to-face team meeting. During this 2-day meeting, the research team will also consider the best approach to stating the outcome or end product of the study and how the scoping review findings will be articulated to the expert panel in the next meeting.

Stage 6: Consultation with stakeholders

The final consultation stage offers an ideal mechanism to enhance the validity of the study outcome while translating findings with the healthcare community. Preliminary findings from the review will provide the foundation for a 4 h interactive web conference with the research team and expert panel. The objectives of the web conference are to present and discuss the interim results of the synthesis. The meeting will generate a list of key practice recommendations, dissemination strategy and research priority areas to inform future research. A final 3 h web conference will be conducted with the
research team with a focus on reviewing the final results following feedback from the previous meeting, a review of the final report, necessary modifications to findings and recommendations for precision and clarity. Particular attention will be paid to strategic planning for dissemination of the recommendations by members such as formal and informal presentations in practice settings, websites and newsletters.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION

The aim of this project is to synthesise the literature from a broad range of disciplines about workplace relationships in order to enhance conceptual clarity and understanding about key barriers and facilitators to collegial workplaces and to extrapolate from this knowledge base promising tools and interventions that may be relevant for the health sector in particular. We anticipate the research will provide several key outputs including (1) a comprehensive review that will summarise and integrate existing literature; (2) an integrated conceptual framework; (3) a list of standardised instruments; and, (4) a preliminary list of interventions that could be implemented and evaluated in practice settings. Our goal will be to disseminate our findings to a wide range of clinicians, leaders and administrators in all sectors, to researchers and to students entering the healthcare professions to enhance understanding about key facilitators and barriers of healthy workplaces and to seed further research about promising interventions for healthcare settings.

A technical report of the full enquiry will be created outlining the scope, findings and recommendations. Context specific journals will be targeted for publications given the high relevance of our findings to their foci. The research findings will also be reported in a succinct, non-technical paper discussing the relevance of the findings for health professionals, senior administrators and policymakers, the application of the findings to practice and the recommendations. A series of two-page summary sheets will be created for clinicians. The technical report will be made available through the websites of the research team members and expert panel. The non-technical report and summary sheets will also be posted on the websites of professional organisations. In addition, reports and summary sheets will be disseminated through the existing networks of the research team, knowledge users and expert panel from various clinical groups, healthcare authorities, professional associations, to specific audiences (e.g. administrators, researchers, educators, health professionals).

A webinar will be developed discussing the study, its results and recommendations. The Canadian Nurses Association (CNA) has committed support to assisting with dissemination of the study’s findings including development of a webinar through their NurseOne network, and posting information about the study and results on their website and through CNA publications. The existence of the webinar will be announced through our knowledge users, expert panel, CNA’s publications, at conferences, healthcare practitioner listservs and published material from the study. Presentations and/or poster presentations at national, international conferences and local conferences will be organised to reach a wide audience of practitioners. Presentations and interactive workshops will also be made to front-line healthcare professionals from each sector at the local level by reaching out to contacts within each of the regions represented on the research team (Ontario, Nova Scotia, British Columbia). A popular and typically well-attended venue is preconference workshops. A half-day preconference seminar will be developed and delivered at a national conference. At each of these seminars, team members will present the research study and host an interactive session to discuss the results and implications for practice and policy. These sessions in themselves will assist us in gaining further understanding from participants as to the applicability of the results and how to further enhance knowledge translation. This would be a highly feasible avenue for the transfer of this knowledge. Members of the research team have previous experience at local, national and international conferences conducting workshops. The results will also be disseminated through interactive education seminars with practitioners and students at the workplace of each of the research team members. The interactive seminars will discuss the study, its findings, implications, barriers to the implementation of the evidence, and strategies to overcome these barriers. Lastly, we believe the upcoming generation of practitioners needs to be included in the dissemination strategy. Presentations will be tailored to healthcare students at Queens University, Dalhousie University, and the University of British Columbia. These will be delivered in interdisciplinary groups to encourage discussion and participation. Students are well positioned to adopt new knowledge as they enter the practice arena.

This study is a critical step in helping to inform interventions to foster collegial and respectful relationships as point-of-care healthcare professionals strive to provide quality patient care. This study will address a gap in the literature with the inclusion of positive behaviours as well as negative behaviours. These findings will assist health system decision-makers in identifying standardised and comprehensive definitions and conceptual frameworks of positive and negative workplace behaviours. As part of our scoping review, we will generate a preliminary list of interventions that have been shown to promote collegial workplace relationships. This tangible product will provide very practical information for use by knowledge users to inform education programme development and interventions in the workplace for dealing with issues and challenges regarding workplace behaviours, and in shaping policies. Ultimately this review will provide knowledge users with the information they need to make evidence-informed decisions to optimise and enhance effective teamwork and, ultimately, improve patient care.
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